Master of Arts in Development Economics (MADE) at Warsaw University, Faculty of Economics is a two year programme of 800 hours of teaching offering a high quality degree in development economics.

What is it?
MADE is a full time two-year graduate programme, offering 800 hours of high quality courses. Its aim is to provide necessary foundations in economics and policy design to future development specialists and advisors in international and governmental development agencies as well as non-governmental organisations. MADE is supported by United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) in Poland, and meets educational standards of teaching development economics at European and American universities.

Our international economics and development programmes attract students from a diverse range of backgrounds and countries (including many of the African states, South-East Asia and Latin America).

Why do we do it?
The demand for experts in the field of development will be growing in the coming years, as the understanding of the important role of institutions dealing with international development organisations is growing in both aid receiving and aid providing countries. Highly qualified professional staff is needed everywhere where aid strategies are being developed, where reforms in market organisation and social policies are implemented, while within the local authorities there is growing recognition of the role external advisors can play in these processes.

Who do we do it for?
Graduates of the MADE acquire a thorough knowledge in the field of economics and development policies and hands-on experience with various analytical tools for project analysis in the field of infrastructure development, education, healthcare and social policy. Graduates learn how to make individual decisions and solve problems associated with identification of development goals and their management, as well as assessment, by using quantitative and qualitative analysis. These skills are essential while working for both international institutions (United Nations and its agendas, World Bank, OECD, European Commission etc.), as well as public administration and research centres in particular countries. MADE also constitutes a very good starting point for Ph.D. studies.

Why Warsaw and Warsaw University?
Warsaw is at the heart of largest Eastern Europe country, with dynamically growing economy and as much as 6 leading higher education institutions in just one city. Warsaw University is committed to high-quality teaching and creates conditions for stimulating international environment. Warsaw University is Poland's best and largest university offering students a rich variety of opportunities to make the most of their time here. We provide many facilities to support our courses, including extensive libraries, computing laboratories, international research seminars and many research projects.

Admissions
Candidates are selected on the principle of academic excellence as shown by their transcripts of records. Recruitment Committee carefully reviews candidates’ applications in order to ensure that individual attention is given to each of them. Enrolment is limited to about forty new entrants each year. In order to begin studies i.e. be enrolled in the fall semester, which starts in October, prospective students are requested to submit complete applications till May 31st. An application file consists of an application form (to be downloaded from the website), official transcript of records, two letters of recommendation, a statement of purpose detailing research interests, professional goals, and reasons for applying to the program as well as a certified copy of the degree (which can be delivered later). If any of the above listed documents will be made available to you after the application deadline, contact us for specific instructions. MADE is designed for students, who majored in economics, mathematics, business, or social sciences and want to make Development Economics their main fields of study. Candidates should hold an undergraduate degree (Bachelor or equivalent degree).

Come and join us!

For further information, please contact:
MADE Team
e-mail: development@wne.uw.edu.pl
phone: +48 22 55 49 125 (Mon-Fri, 9 AM - 4 PM CET)

Graduate Office
Mrs. Dominika Szkoda
e-mail: dszkoda@wne.uw.edu.pl,
phone: +48 22 55 49 164 (Mon-Fri, 9 AM - 4 PM CET)

To learn more ➜ http://www.development.wne.uw.edu.pl